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UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THE SECOND CIRCUIT

No 924131

F.B HORNER ASSOCIATES INC et al
Petitioners

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

Respondent

On Petition for Review of an Order of the
Securities and Exchange Commission

BRIEF OF TILE SECIJR ES AN EXCHANGE COMMI 55 ION RESPONDENT

000NTERSTATEMENI OF rpj ISSUES PRESENTED

Whether the Securities and Exchange Commission properly

found that petitioners securities firm and its president

charged excessive price mark-ups in two securities sales in

violation of the Rules of Fair Practice of the National

Association of Securities Dealers Inc NASD
Whether the Commission abused its discretion in

rm ncj no mnosed on pet It oner by the NAS In mount

equa to the amount of their exce markups us $5 000 for

each of the two violative trades for total of $99201.20

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

The petitioners in this case are F.B Homer Associates

Inc FBH securities firm which was member of the NASD

and its president Fred Homer In 1988 Homer arranged for

one of FBHs largest customers savings bank to buy two lots



of bonds FBH effected the sales in two transactions in which it

acted as principal that is FBH acquired the bonds from

another securities inn and then resold them to the bank The

Commission held that the petitioners charged excessive prices on

the transactions in violation of the NASDs Rules of Fair

Practice

When securities firm engages in transactions with

customer as principal it makes profit on the transaction by

marking up the price of the security by some percentage over the

prevailing inter-dealer price i.e the wholesale price at which

dealers buy from market makers in the securities The NASD

rules prohibit its members from charging mark-up in retail

sales that is in excess of an amount reasonably related to the

prevailing wholesale inter-dealer price

In the circumstances here where FBH was not market maker

maintaining trading market in the security the prevailing

interdealer price is determined absent countervailing evidence

by looking at the firms contemporaneous cost in acquiring the

security The petitioners provided no countervailing evidence of

trading in this security that would show that FBHs

contemporaneous cost did not reflect the prevailing inter-dealer

market and the Commission properly relied on that cost as the

measure of the wholesale price Indeed petitioners principal

argument is not that the prevailing wholesale price was different

from FBHs cost but that the Commission should have disregarded

the wholesale price altogether and used the actual retail price



charged by FBH to the bank as the pgpg retail price since that

is what petitioners claim the customer believed the security was

worth This tautology however would render every retail price

fair

Applying the firms contemporaneous cost FBH charged their

bank customer markups of 8.09% on the first sale of bonds and

6.91% on the second sale realizing total dollar mark-up

over $270000 This the Commission held was excessive in

violation of the NASDs rules The Commission has long ap fled

the NASDs policy that generally mark-up of more than in the

sale of equity securities is excessive and that the mark-up on

debt ecurities such as those sold here generally is far lower

than

Fhe Commission did recognize that these are not se

limitations and that certain circumstances can justify higher

than usual markup Accordingly it took into account the

services that FBI-I had provided in restructuring this customers

porti io and the effort involved in finding appropriate bonds

anJ allowed the firm 5% mark-up on these sales very generous

mark-up for debt security It held however that the amounts

over 5% were excessive

Petitioners contend however that variety of

circumstances justified markup of more than 5% They note

that EBB did not keep the Entire mark up but shared 25c of it

with another firm But the other firm Bear Stearns Co
received that cut as compensation for taking care of clearing the



transaoton at ptov4dinq ottØt important services FBH could

net pass tlmt4 MSU dolti of doin büsiæesS by increasing its

mark-up

PetitioSrs a-Iso atgue that these two transactions should

not be viewed Lw isolation and that irfetead all of FBHs

transactions with this customer should be averaged and the

average indfk-Up conSidered But the NASDs rules require that

each transactidti be Mit the neraging rule petitioners propose

would be unworkable requirinq an assessment of the circumstances

of all trSnnactions with the custoer and would make customer

and regulatOry monitOrit4 of mark-ups very difficult The NASD

acted tatioflailt in 1St eleOting that approach Likewise the

amount Of appropriate Mark-up doÆs not turn as petitioners

suggest on whether the securities firm is overall profitable

The rules dO recognize dealers right to reasonable profit on

each transaØtioft1 but FBI would have realized that here with 5%

mark-up

Petitioners also urge that the appropriate mark-up is

whatever securities firm and sophisticated customer agree

to The NASO hOwever did not opt for this approach The rules

require that the mark-up be objectively justified in relation to

the circumstances of the transaction This may not be the rule

petitioners believe ii beSt but it is rational rule is of

longstanding application and is what petitioners understood they

were bound by Their policy arguments belong in different

forum



Finally petitioners contest the amount of the fine imposed

on them and Homer objects because it was made joint and several

on the firm and him The fine was equal to the amount of excess

profit on the transactions plus $5000 per transaction This

was reasonable amount and left the firm with healthy profit

on the transactions Petitioners argument that the fine should

he based on the firms modest nt capital would allow firms to

reap exorbitant illegal pro its and still pay only small fine

Joint and several liability was aLso appropriate since Homer

was directly responsible for the violations and since he owned

75% of the firms stock and his wife owned the rest and he thus

benefitted from these violations The Commission acted within

its discretion in sustaining the fine

COUNTERSTATEMENT OF THE CASE

The Order Under Review

On July 1992 the Securities and Exchanqe Commiocion

issuod an opinion in which II reviewed de novo disciplinary

decision of the NASD and held that FBH and Fred Homer the

president of FBH had charged unfair price mark-ups to customer

in two sales of securities in violation of the Rules of Fair

Practice of the NASD which implement Section l5A of the

Securities Exchange Act 15 U.S.C 78o3 463 1/ Based on

that opinion the Commission issued an order affirming the

ref rs to the jo ppend ix of to the
administrative record Hr refers to petitioners brief



sanctions imposed on FBH and Homer by the NASD -- censure and

joint and several fine of $99201.20 472

TatutQnSc.heme nvy
The NASD is national securities association registered

with the Commission under Section iSA of the Securities Exchange

Act 15 U.S.C 78o-3 and has primary responsibility under the

Act subject to comprehensive oversight by the Commission for

requl ation of those who se occur it ion in the oVer thcuunt or

market IPhe Act requires associations such d.3 the hAS 2/ to

adopt rules to regulate the conduct of their member brokeraqF

firms and associated persons 3/ and authorizes the NASD to

enforce its rules through the imposition of disciplinary

sanctions on its member firms and associated persons 4/

Pursuant to the statute the NASD has promulgated Rules of Fair

Practice which require adherence to the federal securities laws

and to specified standards of professional conduct

In accordance with the statutory scheme di so p1 nary or ion

aken by the NASD is subject to review by the Comm so ion on

2/ The NASD is in fact the only national securities association
registered under Section lSA

3/ Section 15Ab 15 U.S.C 7803b

4/ Section 1SAb7 and and 1SAh 15 U.S.C 72o3b7
and and The Securities Exchange Act specifies
that the rules of national securities association be

designed among other things to promote just and equitable
principles of trade and in general to protect
investors and the public interest Section

15Ab 15 U.S.C 7803b



application of the aggrieved party 5/ In reviewing disciplinary

action taken by the NASD the Commission is required to conduct

novo review of the record and make its own findings on whether

the conduct in question violated the NASD rule charged 6/ In

addition if the Commission finds that the sanctions imposed are

excessive or oppressive the Commission may modify or cancel

these sanctions 7/ Under this statutory scheme it is the

Commissions order not the order of the NASD that is the

subject of the review proceeding in this Court 8/

Facts

FBH was $5000 broker-dealer 9/ and NASD member that

specialized in government securities and other fixed income

obligations 191 As $5000 broker-dealer FBH

introduce and forward customer transactions to another

brokerdealer that carried the customer accounts and executed the

5/ Snctions 19d and of the Securities Exchange Act
15 U.S.C 78sd2 e1

6/ See Nassau Securities Service SEC 348 F.2d 133 135 2d
Cir 1965 Sorrell SEC 679 F.2d 1323 1326 n.2 9th
Cir 1982

7/ Section 19e2 of the Securities Exchange Act 15 U.S.C
78se

8/ See Section 25a of the Securities Exchange Act 15 U.S.C
78ya Nassau_Securities Service SEC 348 F.2d 133 135

2d Cir 1965 R.H Johnson Co SEC 198 F.2d 690
60495 2d Cir cert denied 344 U.S 855 1952 Shult

flEC 614 7d 561 568 7th Ci 1980

9/ $5000 broker-dealer is ono whose minimum required net

capital is $5000 instead of the $25000 required of

securities firms in general



transactions See 17 C.F.R 240.15c31a2i vi 10/ The

firm was required to execute principal transactions those

where it was buying for or selling from its own account on

riskless basis that is it cottfd not execute rustooer Uty or

sd order as pri nc pa unt it had et feet od tdfUOJl ion

respectively acquire the security from mother irm or diaposo

of it to another firm See 17 CFA3 15c3-1a vi 11/ For

example where as here FBH executed customer buy order by

selling securities to the customer as principal it first

to acquire the security from another firm The firm also wa

required to clear its orders through another broker-dealer 10

Consistent with these restrictions FBH cleared its

transactions through Bear Stea ns Co 399 It hid

an arrangement with Bear Stearns pursuant to wh oh F1311 wac

authorized to sell its customers any rocuriti hold by 13 it

Stearns rn inventory and FBH was connected to Bear Stearns

internal broadcast system which transmitted updated inventory

information throughout the day 304 313 Bear Stearns was

10/ In addition $5000 broken-dealer could not hold or owe

customer funds or securities Id

11/ Securities firms in general may effect securities
transactions in two capacities firm may act as

broker where it is engagea in the business of effecting
transactions in securities for the account of others 15

U.S.C 78ca4 that is as an aqent effectinq
transactions with third party for customer
Alternatively it may act as dealer where it engage
in the business of buying and selling securities for

own account id 15 U.S.C 78ca5 that is as

principal selling to or buying from customer



entitled to receive 25% of FBIIs markups on all bond

transactions executed by Bear Stearns 312- 14
One of FBHs main customers was Cayuga Savings Bank small

upstate New York community bank 219 FBH believed that

Cayugas portfolio should be restructured to lower the banks

interest rate risk 304 The bank accounted for 35% of FBHs

business and FBH did substantial work in restructuring its

portfolio 16 In connection with this work the firm passed

on to Cayuga routine information such as breakdown of Cayugas

portfolio and daily quotation rates on mortgage-backed securities

which FBH needed in order to conduct its business 221-25

An IJASJ witness testified that somrs of this information was

basic information available to anyone from any one

of number of vendors 225 Other materials prepared by

FBH for Cayuga were this witness testified standard items

available to any bank any individual any brokerage

firm at fraction of the mark-up charged by FBH here 248

Both of the transactions at issue in this case occurred

within period of about 45 minutes on September 1988

332 That morning Homer heard over the Bear Stearns inter

i-rn broadcast system that the firm had just purchased some

principal only collateralized mortgage obligation CMO bonds

of type Homer had previously discussed with Cayuga and knew

Cayuga was seeking to buy 304-07 319 These were

PaineWebber CMO Trust Series Class L1 zero coupon bonds



18 193 12/ This lot of bonds had curront face vtiuc of

$4753800 80

Upon hearing about the bonds Homer immediately co tactco

Bear Stearns trader who offered hin the bonds at ri of S34

per bond total price of $1616292 109 3040 13/

Based on FBHs expression of interest on behalf of Cayuca thu

trader circled the bonds for FBH 304 12-is mciit that

Beat Stearns would not sell the bonds to anyon eLe at tN pr

the rader had quotc to FBI ut someonc el se hi gY

price for them Bear Stearns would sell to the higher Uidce

33233 However FBH was not obUgated to purchase the bonds

and so was not at risk of finaricia loss if Cayuga had declincd

to purchase the bonds 404

Homer decided to charge and Cayuga agreed to pay $36 3/4

per bond 3/4 points above what FBI was paying for Lhc bonds

for total price of $1 747022 309 The price FBI char od

Cayuga represented an 09% mat-k-up over the pr ice FBI had pa

12/ Zero-coupon securities are debt securities that do not pay
interest to the holder periodically prior to maturity and
are sold therefore at substantial discount from the face
amount discount from face value in effect
represents the aggregate interest the holder receives if he
holds the security to its stated term of maturity Zero

Couppn Securities Sec Exch Act Rel No 24368 Apr 21
1987 Homer also refers to these bonds in his brief as

Super P0s

13/ Bear Stearns had purchased the bonds for $32 3/4 per bond
from PaineWebber on the previous day September Thus it
sold them to FBH at 3.8% over its contemporaneous cost

10



to Bear Stearns or total dollar markup of $130729 109

At the time it agreed to the purchase Cayuga asked Homer

to try to obtain more of the same bond 338 Homer

immediately contacted Bear Stearns purchased the first lot of

bonds and ascertained that another lot of bonds with current

face value of $5986484 could be purchased at $34 3/4 total

of $2057854 109 14/ He called Cayuga back and offered

the bonds at $36 3/4 the same price he had charged for the first

Jot of bonds and points above what FBI was paying for the

zc.ond lot 339 Cayuga agreed to the transaction which was

for total purchase price of $2200033 109 The

percentage markup over FBHs purchase price was 6.91% and the

total dollar mark-up was $142178 Id. The total combined

mark-up in dollars on the two trades was $272908 i4
Proceedings Before the NASD

On August 23 1989 the District Business Conduct Committee

for District No 12 of the NASD DBCC commenced disciplinary

proceedings against FBH and Homer by filing complaint alleging

violations of Article III Sections and of the NASDs Rules

14/ Painewebber had purchased the bonds from one of its

customers also on September 1988 for price of $32

1/2 It sold the bonds to Bear Stearns at 33 1/4 which was

2.3% over its sameday cost Bear Stearns then sold the
bonds to FBH at 34 3/8 3.4% over its same-day cost

11



of Fair Practice j/ 911 The complaint alleged that the

markups on the two bond sales to Cayuga were not fair

considering all relevant circumstances including but not limited

to the type of security involved and the risk to FSH and

Homer A.1O

On February 14 1990 the DBCC held an evidentiary hearing

on the complaint In decision dated March 28 1990 the DIICC

determined that the markups wart unla In that thcy x.eodcd

the maximum fair mark-up which it determined was b% br these

transactions 351-59 The DBCC ordered that Homer md the

finn be censured fined $30000 and required to disgorge

$89201.20 the amount of their mark-ups above 5% 359

J/ Article III Section of the rules NASD Rules of Fair

Practice Article III Section NASD Manual CCH 2151 at
2014 states

member in the conduct of his business
shall observe high standards of commercial
honor and just and equitable principles of

trade

Article III Section NASD Rules of Fair Practice Article
In Section NASD Manual CCH 2154 at 2054 states in
relevant part

In overthecounter transactions whether
in listed or unlisted securities if
member sells for his own account to his
customer he shall sell at price
which is fair taking into consideration all
relevant circumstances including market
conditions with respect to such security at
the time of the transaction the expense
involved and the fact that he is entitled to

profit

Section and related interpretations are appended to
petitioners brief

12



FBH and Homer appealed the DBCC decision to the NASD Board

of Governors The Board conducted hearing on August 1990

at which FBH and Homer appeared with counsel On November 28

1990 the Board of Governors issued decision affirming the

findings of the DBCC 453 However the Board modified the

sanctions imposed by the DBCC A.462 It dismissed the order

reguiring disgorgement of the excessive mark-ups of $89201.20

id. Instead it increased the fine from $30000 to $99201.20

an amount equalling the excessive markups above 5% plus $5000

per transaction id The net effect was to reduce FBH and

Homers total monetary sanction by $20000 The Board also

affirmed the censure imposed on FBH and Homer j4
The Commission Proceeding

FBH and Homer appealed the NASDs decision to the

Commission 35 On July 1992 the Commission upon an

ndpendent review of the record issued an opinion and or dci

affirming the NASDs disciplinary action 463

The Commission concluded that FBH and Homer charged Cayuga

an excessive and unfair markup over the prevailing market

price on the two bond sales 469 It held that under

longstanding Commission and judicial precedent the best evidence

of the prevailing market price was the firms contemporaneous

cost in acquiring the security 466 and found that FBHs

mark-up ovel that price was 8.09% and 6.91% respectively on the

two sates 465 It rejected VBH and Homers contentionG

that the true market price was higher as represented by either

13



the price Cayuga agreed to pay FBI or alternatively higher

price Balomon Brothers allegedly bid just before FBI sold the

bonds to cayuga 466 46768

The commission further held that markup over 5% on these

sales was excessive It noted the IJASDs lonqstanding policy

that markup of more than 5% on equity securities at nxcouuive

and the NASDs and Commissions longstanding position that where

as here debt securities are sold smaller mark-up usually

will be charged 465 The commission rejected FBH and

Homers contention that the industry practice with respect to

the securities sold here is to charge mark-ups over 5% In so

finding it reviewed other transactions in the securities sod

here as well as the testimony of an expert witness presented by

the NASD staff 467 who testified that dealer who

engages in riskiess transaction in this type of bond would

charge mark-up of only 5/8 to point which would have

produced markups of only 1.8% to 2.9% here 218

The Commission also rejected FBH and Homers contentions

that the fins markups were appropriate compensation for

various services provided to Cayuga It noted that certain of

these services specifically the provision of computerized

portfolio analyses were routine services that other firms

provided at fraction of the mark-up here 468 It

recognized that FBI had devoted time and effort to restructuring

Cayugas portfolio but that the NASD took the value of those

services into account in allowing very generous 5% markup

14



mark-up far above the usual for this type of security jg.
Likewise the Commission rejected the contention that the high

mark-up charged was justified by Bear Stearnst receipt of 25% of

the markup noting that firm cannot pass along its costs in

that fashion 469

The Commission also held that Cayugas after-the-act

ratification of the mark-ups did not demonstrate that they were

reasonable when made 468-69 And it rejected FBH and

Homers contentions that the markups charged on these two

transactions should not be considered separately but as part of

the overall pattern of mark-ups charged to Cayuga 469 The

Commission noted that the NASD rules require fair mark-up on

each transaction id.
Finally the Commission rejected FBH and Homers contention

that even if he had charged unfair markups the violation were

merely technical and thus the fine assessed by the NASD was

excessive and unreasonable particularly in view of the fact that

FBH was $5000 broker-dealer with net capital of only $150000

as of November 30 1989 470 The Commission noted that

under its prior decisions the amount of fine is not relatel to

firms net capital and found that the fine here $5000 per

infraction plus the portion of markup over the allowed 5% --

was fully warranted in light of the serious misconduct we have

found id. 16/

16/ The Commission noted that the Board of Governors had reduced
the sanctions ordered by the district committee by

continued

15



FBH and Homer moved the Commission to stay its order

pending this petition for review On August 12 1992 the

Commission granted the stay 473

ARGUMENT

FBH AND ITS PRESIDENT CHARGED EXCESSIVE MARK-UPS IN PEE SALE
OF DEBT SECURITIES IN VIOLATION OF THE RULES OF FAIR

PRACTICE OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SECURITIES DEALERS

The Commission properly found that the FBH firm and its

president charged markups of 8.09% and 6.91% when it twice sold

debt securities to Cayuga fl/ It correctly concluded thet these

markups were excessive in violation of the NASDs Rules of Fai

Practice in that an appropriate mark-up taking into account all

the circumstances including the nature of the security the risk

borne by FBH and the services provided by FBFI to Cayuga was at

most no more than 5%

Securities firms that sell securities to retail customers

generally earn money on the transaction in one of two ways If

the firm engages in the sale as broker that is as an agent

that arranges sale from third party to the customer the finn

charges commission If the firm acts as dealer as was the

16/. .continued
eliminating the disgorgement requirement and increasing the

fine 470 n.19 The Commission did observe that
normally disgorgement of wrongly obtained profits and
restitution of those amounts to the customer should be

ordered in NASD proceedings

17/ The Commissions findings of fact are conclusive and must be

accepted by the Court if they are supported by substantial
evidence Section 25a of the Securities Exchange Act 15

U.S.C 78ya4 Higgins SEC 866 F.2d 47 49 2d Cir
1989

16



case here and sells the security to the customer for its own

account it charges markup on the sale

The NASDs Rules of Fair Practice have long required

members to charge fair prices in transactions with their retail

customers Article III Section of the Rules states that in

selling securities in the overthecounter market if member

sells for his own account to his customer he shall

sell at price which is fair taking into account all relevant

circumstances NASD Rules of Fair Practice Articlc 111

Section NASD Manual CCH 2154 at 2054 18/ Interpreting

this section as well as Section which requires adherence to

just and equitable principles of trade -- the NASO has stated

It shall be deemed conduct inconsistent with
just and equitable principles of trade for

member to enter into any transaction with
customer in any security at price not

reasonably related to the current market
price for the security

Interpretation of the Board of Governors NASD Manual CCH

2154 at 2056 19/

18/ Other portions of the rule require the setting of fair

commissions or service charges when acting as an agent

19j The rule is not an antifraud provision and thus is dintint
from the well recognized doctrine under antifraud p1ovisions
of the securities laws that securities dealer impliedly
represents that its prices are reasonably related to the

prevailing market price of the security and that failure to

disclose excessive prices can constitute fraud Charles

ggCQv.SEC 139 F.2d 434 43637 2d Cir 1943
cert denied 321 U.S 786 1944 The NASDs rules flatly
prohibit excessive markups regardless of whether disclosure
is made See In re Amsbray Allen Morton Inq 42 S.E.C
919 922 1966 In rejfjjl Sec jtjsCorQoratjon 42
S.E.C 89 95 1964 Rules of Fair Practice Article III

continued..

17



The fairness of prices charged by dealers to their retail

customers is measured by determining the appropriate mark-up

dealer may charge over the prevailing interdealer or wholesale

price This requires two steps First the prevailing inter-

dealer market price for the security must be determined Second

it must be determined whether the mark-up over that price charged

to the retail customer was under the circumstances excessive

Determining the prevailing market price in tht vdSe is

simple As general rule the best evidence of the prnviiJinq

interdealer market price for security absent countervailing

evidence is dealers contemporaneous cost in acquiring the

security unless the firm is acting ac market maker rn the

security and there is no dispute that FBH was not 20/

l9/ .continued
Section Interpretation of the Board of Governors NASD
Manual CCH 2154 at 2057 Disclosure does not

justify commission or mark-up which is unfair or excessive
in the light of all other relevant circumstances.

ZQ/ market maker in general maintains wholesale market in

security by buying from and selling to other dealers For

discussion of when brokerdealer is market maker in

this context ggpjl In re Adams Securitiejjig
Securities Exchange Act Release No 34-31971 March
1993 Although petitioners concede that FBH was not

market maker they argue Br 19-21 that because of FBHs
arrangement with Bear Stearns -- which they term joint
venture FBH should have been entitled to set mark-ups as

if were market maker Br 19 That argument was
not raised before the Commission and thus may not be raised
in this Court See Section 25c of the Securities

Exchange Act 15 U.S.C 78yc Nassau Securities
Service SEC 348 F.2d 133 135 2d Cir 1965 Lowell
Listrom Co SEC 803 F.2d 938 8th Cir 1986

It is in any event incorrect Bear Stearns was market
maker in this security but FBIIs arrangement had nothing to

continued
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Barnett United States 319 F.2d 340 344 8th Cir 1963 jfl

rJUfladDemsiLCo47 S.E.C 1035 1984 In re First

QiflsburhSecuritiesCor 47 S.E.C 299 306 1980 In re

West 47 S.E.C 39 4142 1979 Cf Report toAccompanyjfl

Penny Stock Reform Act of 1990 101st Cong 2d Sess H.R Rep

No 101-617 30 1990 noting the welldeveloped body of law on

how to calculate excessive markups

FBHs acquisition of these securities was plainly

contemporaneous with the sales to Cayuga it was virtuafly

simultaneous See In re LSCO Sec riti Inc 48 SEC Dkt 759

761 March 21 1991 absent showing of change in the market

dealer cost can be used for up to five business days In re

Nicholas Codispoti 48 S.E.C 842 843 1987 same The

Commission properly relied on FBHs acquisition cost as the

measure of prevailing market price

20/. .continued
do with that wholesale function FBI-Is role was limited to

directing retail customers to Bear Stearns and in exchange
for services provided giving Bear Stearns portion of its

profits Nor was FBH standing in Bear Stearns market maker
shoes by acquiring these bonds Bear Stearns bought these
bonds from one dealer PaineWebber and sold them at

higher price to FBH realizing profit on the spread
between the purchase and sale prices FBH acquired these
securities from Bear Stearns on the same basis as any wholly
unrelated dealer would have and its cost provides the

proper basis for calculating its mark-up Finally even if

FBH were treated as standing in Bear Stearns shoes as

market maker the result would be the same Bear Stearns
would have been entitled to sell this security at retail at

markup over the price at which it sold at wholesale

i.e to other dealers But the price at which Bear
Stearns sold to other dealers is identical to the price at

which 11311 bought the price on which FBIIs mark-up is based
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FBH and Homer offered no evidence that would support any

other measure of the prevailing inter-dealer price fl/ They

argue Br 22-23 rather that the true measure of the market

price was the retail price Cayuga agreed to pay that price they

claim represents what the bonds were worth Br 22 This

novel contention is without merit To use the retail price

acS.all paid as the measure of the proper retail price would be

tautology Under that principle Homer could have charged

whatever price Cayuya would agree to and would be deemed to have

charged fair markup no matter how large There is no

authority for such an absurd result

Using FBHs contemporaneous cost as the prevailing market

price its mark-up was on the two trades 8.09% and 6.91% The

next question is whether this was excessive

The NASD has long adhered to what is known as the 5%

policy Under that policy mark-up of more than 5%

fl/ Petitioners did argue below that the current market price at

the time of the transactions was actually $37 1/4 price
based on bid Homer testified he received from Salomon
Brothers just before he set the price FBH would charge
Cayuga The Commission did not credit this testimony which
was inconsistent with other evidence in the record and
petitioners no longer press this argument on appeal In any
event the asserted bid would not constitute evidence of

market price here Quotations merely propose transaction
and do not reflect the actual result of sale For this
reason quotations for obscure securities such as those at

issue here with little interdealer trading activity have
little value as evidence of the current market especially
in the face of evidence of lower prices in actual
transactions nLSCQ Securities1 Inc 48 SEC Dkt 759
761 March 21 1991
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generally considered excessive Rules of Fair Practice

Article III Section Interpretation of the Board of Governors

NASD Manual CCH 2154 at 2056 22/ The 5% policy however is

not pg se rule and the appropriate mark-up must be judged by

the circumstances in each case The circumstances may indicate

that higher or lower mark-up is proper In re Statexj

SgçjjgCor 47 S.E.C 766 767 1982 In re J.S Winston

Co 42 S.E.C 62 6970

One factor that the NASD and the Commission have stressed is

that the fair mark-up with respect to debt securities generally

is considerably lower than for equity securities and generally

is well below 5% In re Staten Securities Corp pfl In re

DMR Securities Inc 47 S.E.C 350 353 1980 In re Edward

Blumenfeld 47 S.E.C 189 192 1979 As the Commission has

stated percentage markups on zerocoupon securities as with

other debt securities usuauy will be smaller than those on

equity securities Zero-CoupQflSecurities Sec Exch Act Rd
No 24368 38 SEC Dkt 234 236 April 21 1987

The evidence in this case showed that the industry practice

with respect to zero-coupon bonds of this type -- collateralized

mortgage obligations was to charge markups substantially

lower than the NASD 5% guideline for equity securities The

Commission credited the testimony of an NASD expert witness with

1so In rgJ1eygrBiind 52 SEC Dkt 1436 n.h Aug
26 1992 ppea1 docketed sub nom Gorden SEC No 92-

1554 D.C Cir in re Thill Securities Cojp 42 S.E.C
89 92 n.4 In re National Association of Securitiç
Dealeg_Inc 17 S.E.C 459 1944
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considerable experience in the trading and mark-up of CMOs who

reviewed transactions in this security gç nn 13 14 and

testified that an appropriate markup for dealer such as FBI

which was not at risk in the transactions fl/ would be 5/8 to

poInt which applied to these trades would result in mark-ups of

only 1.8% to 2.9% fl/ The sole countervailing evidence

proffered by petitioners Br 21 was evidence that Bear Stearns

had charged 7% markup fl/ on transaction that occurred the

same day as those at issue here in which it sold Painewebber CMO

Series bonds However as the Commission noted 4C8 n.12

the series bonds were not the same security as the series

11/ Petitioners do claim in passing Br 24 that FBH was at

risk because Cayuga had 30 days to settle the trade and had

it reneged FBH would have been left holding the bonds
Transactions in these types of bonds generally settle once
month and there could have been lag of up to thirty days
prior to settlement But the risk of nonsettlement is

risk present in yg-y retail transaction and does not

justify an unusually high mark-up

24/ Petitioners attack the Commissions reliance on this
witnesss testimony Br 22 contending generally that he

nv it r4nr n44 ni4- 4rnv F4-..- rrwao csca Lv acnsil in cxpek LLSC LJUL LIICj CL CL

specific basis for disputing the Commissions finding that
the witness had considerable relevant expertise As the
Commission noted 467 n.10 witness was executive
vice president of brokerage firm that dealt primarily in

fixed income securities He was also principal financial
officer of that firms subsidiary which issued and

structured CMOs and supervised the firms fixed income
trading desk reviewing markups on all CMO transactions

25/ Petitioners erroneously state Br 21 that Bear Stearns
charged an 8% markup on this trade The evidence was that
the mark-up was only 6.67% 109 The Commission
decision referred to it as 7% markup 468 n.l2
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bonds involved here and the record contained no evidence as to

the circumstances of that trade 26/

As justification for the markups petitioners point to the

various services FBH provided to Cayuga Br 13-14 16-18

including market and portfolio analyses and the time assertedly

spent in finding suitable securities for Cayuga such as those

here It is appropriate to consider firms services in

determining fair mark-up and both the NASD and the Commission

gave considerable weight to the time and effort Homer spent in

restructuring Cayugas portfolio and in locating and acquiring

the securities involved here for Cayuga 468 For this

reason the Commission allowed FEll 5% mark-up on each of the

trinsactions significantly above the customary industry

practice However the Commission concluded based on the

testimony of the NASDs expert witness see 221-25 248 that

certain other of the services petitioners cite specifically

market and portfolio analyses FBH provided to Cayuga IL 22a

were routine services that could not justify even higher mark

ups

Petitioners further contend Br 19 that the Commission

erred in refusing to consider the obviously unusual profit-

26/ Petitioner3 contend Br 21 that the burden was on the
NASO and not on them to adduce evidence of the
circumstances of this Iransaction This transaction was
however one which petitioners raised and one whose
relevance to these transactions it was their burden to show
But even if the circumstances were identical to those here
it would not outweigh the extensive evidence showing that
the usual markup was far less than 5%
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sharing relationship between and Bear Stearns in

determining the fairness of the markup involved here However

the Commission did Consider the FBH/Bear Stearns relationship

but found that FBH was not entitled to pass along to Cayuga the

Costs of arrangement with Bear Stearns by charging Cayuqa

prices that included an excessive mark-up 469 The

Commission relied on its prior decision in In rjLB SflciJe2

Inc 47 S.E.C 180 182 1979 in which the Commission rejeuted

essentially the same argument explaining that

Applicants argument betrays basic

misunderstanding of the nature of mark-ups
mark-up is not the equivalent of net

profit Rather it is the spread between the
current interdealer market price and the

price charged the customer Applicants
formulation would allow dealer to pass
along all his expenses to the customer no
matter how excessive and to obtain in

addition guaranteed 5% net profit whether
or not the price charged was reasonably
related to current market price Such
result would clearly contravene the NASDs
markup policy and the Board of Governors

interpretation of that policy
omitted

The fee FBH paid to Bear Stearns was for services it received in

return including clearance of trades and providing access to

Bear Stearns internal broadcast system FBH could not pass on

these general costs of doing business by increasing its mark-ups

to customers 27/ The contention Br 20 that FBH was thereby

27/ Petitioners are closer to the mark when they argue Br 20
that FBH was the functionil equivalent of an employee of

Bear Stearns who is paid commission at the rate of 75% of

the mark-up charged to his customers What they fail to

appreciate is that in such circumstances the fairness of the

continued



prohibited from earning profit is baseless With 5% mark

up petitioners realized return of over $100000 on these two

trades

Petitioners other contentions are equally without merit

The Commission properly rejected petitioners claim that the

markups on these two transactions should be averaged with all

the other trades FBH had effected for Cayuga There was no

agreement that markups would be averaged 7J/ but even if there

had been the NASD rules do not permit it Consistent with the

fact that the proper measure of markups requires an assessment

of the circumstances surrounding the transaction the NASD rules

require that the markup on each transaction be fair In re

W.N Whelen Co Inc 46 SEC Dkt 1889 1893 August 28

1990 InjeJjmiltonBohneI Inc 44 SEC Dkt 1297 130001

27/ .continued
mark-up would still be based on the total mark-up charged to

the customer not just that portion that went to the
salesman Here too the mark-up is not based on that
amount left after FBHs functional employer takes its

share

j/ The only evidence regarding averaging which is cited by

petitioners Br is an aifffidavit submitted by Cayugas
president late in these proceedings 363 atter the DEC
decision in which the president expressed his after the

fact view that the bank was only concerned with the overal
average rate of commissions charged by Mr Homer 363
The petitioners also claim Br that FSH and Cayuga had

an agreement to charge for services on bundled
commission basis But this does not imply averaging of

commissions or mark-ups It only means that no separate fee

for services is billed but rather the fee is bundLed into

the commissions which earns from trades 144
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September 1989 In re Staten Securities Corporatthn 47

S.E.C 766 768769 1982 The contrary rule argued for by

petitioners would require inquiry into the circumstance of al

transactions with customer in order to determine if the dealer

has engaged at any time in unfair practices The NASDs rule

which requires an assessment of markups at the time they are

made and in each transaction viewed separately makes it

workable matter for customers and regulators to assess the

dealers pricing practices

Petitioners also claim that under te NASD rules the firm

was entitled to earn profit and that since it earned only

small profit for the fiscal year in which these trades occurred

and that only because Hornei himelf took no salary --

the mark-ups being charged by were not

unreasonably high Br 15 Petitioners erroneously rely in

making this argument on the portion of the rules which states

that one factor to be considered in deciding whether mark-up is

fair is the fact that the dealer is entitled to profit

That provision only refers to the dealers right to make profit

on particular trade and does not as petitioners contend

guarantee dealers an over-all profit on their businesses if it

did it would justify firms that are in overall financial trouble

charging enormous markups to compensate

Nor does the fact that Cayuga was satisfied with Homers

services justify the mark-ups As the Commission observed

468 Cayugas after-the-fact satisfaction with the mark-ups was



clearly influenced by the fact tint it had been able to sell the

bonds at profit about nine months after purchase But even if

Cayuga was satisfied with the amcunt of the mark-ups that would

not justify them The rules do not provide that member may

charge whatever markup in which customer concurs

Petitioners argue Br 1819 24-25 that the rules should

be otherwise that the proper amount of markup should be

determined by whatever sophisticated customer agrees to fl/

But that is policy argument which belongs in different forum

The method of assessing mark-ups which petitioners argue for is

not the method of regulation which the NASD adopted which the

Commission approved pursuant to its Congressional mandate which

Homers reliance in this regard on the Commissions
decision in In re Wheeler Municipals Corporation 47 SEC
Dkt 716 October 1990 is misplaced In that case
customer who was the beneficiary of an estate suggested that
the dealer take higher than usual mark-down the
equivalent of markup in sale by customer as way of

compensating the dealer for years of past service to the
decedent and for assistance he had provided to the

beneficiary regarding the estate The Commission set aside
the NASDs finding that the mark-downs were excessive It

noted that the NASDs policy allows services to be

considered in setting markups and markdowns and thit the

NIuI had ref used at nto account the Vd no ci lit

ow VI coo in determini nq if the markdowns were excess ive or
the services provided The Commission found that the mark
downs between 5% and 5.8% were appropriate for the
services rendered noting that the mark-downs had been
suggested prior to the transactions by sophisticated
customer who believed they would be proper payment for the

service provided Here in contrast there is no evidence
that Cayuga suggested these markups as compensation for
services rendered And here the NASD and the Commission 4id
take into account the value of FBHs services in allowing
5% but not higher mark-up
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long line of cases has applied and to which the petitioners

knew they were subject

II THE COMMISSION DID NOT ABUSE ITS DISCRETION IN SUSTAiNING
THE SANCTIONS IMPOSED BY THE NASD

Petitioners contend that the fine affirmed by the Commission

was excessive In fact the fine which was based on the amount

of improper profits realized by the petitioners on the

transactions plus an additional $5000 per transaction -- was

appropriate and the Commission acted within its discretion in

affirming it

The determination of what sanctions are appropriate is
peculiarly matter the Commissions competence since

Congress has entrusted the Commission with the task of protecting

the investing public Co SEC 329

U.S 90 112 1946 quoting Phelps Dodge Corp NLffi 313 U.S

177 194 1941 When the Commission reviews sanctions imposed

by the NASD rather than ordering its own sanctions as it does in

disciplinary proceedings that the Commission itself institutes

its role is limited to determining whether the NASD sanctions are

excessive or oppressive 30/ Recognizing that the Commission

30/ Section l9e2 of the Securities Exchange Act 15 U.S.C
78se provides that in reviewing disciplinary action of

selfregulatory organization such as the NASD if the
Commission

having due regard for the public interest and

protection of investors finds that
sanction imposed by self-regulatory
organization is excessive or

oppressive Commission may cancel
reduce or require the remission of such
sanction
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possesses broad discretion with respect to sanctions this Court

has refused to overturn the Commissions decision to affirm NASD

sanctions absent clear abuse of that discretion Merritt

vickers1jnc.v.SEC 353 F.2d 293 298 2d Cir 1965 Accord

Seaton SEC 670 F.2d 309 D.C Cir 1982 Accordingly this

Court may not overturn the Commissions order as to sanctions in

this case unless it finds that the sanctions imposed are

unwarranted in law or without justification in fact

Butz Glover Livestock Commission Co 411 U.S 182 185-

86 1973 gpJn American Power Light Co SEC supra 329

U.S at 11213

Petitioners have failed to satisfy the formidable burden

Nees SEC 414 F.2d 211 217 9th Cir 1969 of demonstratinq

that the Commission abused its discretion in this case

Consistent with its role in reviewing NASD sanctions the

Commission determined that in light of the excessive merk-ups

charged in two transactions and the serious nature of these

infractions the sanctions imposed by the NASD were not excessive

or oppressive

The fine imposed was only $10000 above the excess over 5%

profit petitioners reaped from the sales -- total fine of

$99201.20 leaving petitioners with profit of about

$106000 on these two sales after deducting Bear Stearns $68000

sham of the mark-ups Petitioners nonetheiiess make two

arguments ri support of their cont ention that the fine was

excessive First they contend 13r 25-26 that Homer did not
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know that he was violating the NASD guidel ineu and liought hat

the markups were permissible because Bear Stearns personnel

allegedly gave their approval of the mark-ups- Pettioiicrs did

not raise this matter before the Commission and accordingly may

not do so in this Court See n.20 31/ Moreover the

contention is without merit since Forner admitted in his

testimony below that he was aware of the NASDs 5% mark-up

guideline 381 and that Bear Stearns did not exercise

supervisory control over his business 340-41

Second petitioners contend Br 26 that the fine ir unfair

because it represents large percentage of the rm net

capital and multiple of the firms minimum requircd nct

capital This contention is without merit The amount of tine

is not related to firms net capital Inre_MatanPyecuritics

cta 50 SEC Dkt 837 840 December 18 1991 Under

petitioners theory they could have charged the most exorbitant

markups and reaped extraordinary profits and stilL be liable

for only small fine The MASD appropriately keyed the amount

of the fine to the amount of excessive profit realized on the two

transactions The Commission properly concluded that this

31/ Although Homer did testify generally before the NASD DBCC
that he believed Bear Stearns had approved the markups
30809 contention undercut by later testimony he gave
see 340-41 the DBCC decision 351-59 does not
discuss the issue and petitioners did not raise it before
the Commission See Record Items 41 45 Petitioners
memoranda of law in support of their appeal to the

Commission
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measure of penalty for such serious misconduct was neither

excessive nor oppressive

Finally Homer contends for the first time in this matter

that the NASD improperly imposed joint and several liability for

these fines on him and his firm This is another issue never

raised before the Commission and thus as noted is not properly

raised before this Court In any event Homer admitted that he

personally transacted the trades at issue here and that he

personally set the price he charged Cayuga for the bonds

Moreover he benefited from the transactions since he owned 75%

of the stock in FBH while his wife owned the other 25% at

279 41 at Joint and several liability was appropriate under

these circumstances and it was not an abuse of discretion for

the Commission to affirm the fine on that basis 32/

32/ The NASD has often imposed joint and several liability on

firms and officers of the firms and the Commission has
affirmed those sanctions See e.g In re J.V Ace

company inc 47 SEC Docket 1874 December 21 1990 Lne
First Philadelpjaçpporation 47 SEC Docket 560 September
25 1990 Inme_W.N._Whel Co Inc 46 SEC Docket 1889

August 28 1990 In me LSCO Securitiesjpç 43 SEC
Docket 1354 May 1989
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CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons the order of the Commission

should be affirmed
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